
IMPERFECTIONISTS As the documenting subject attempts an overall perfection, the

minor parts constituting such perfection are not rendered perfectly such as this

very notes or any other representation he creates. They are all instances of a

moment in time and space of a certain perspective.

PERIPHERAL  Due  to  the  demanding  concentration  and  attention,  the  documenting

subject maintains a certain distance ti the centers which allows him to expand on

his project despite being anyway connected to it via a good electric connection.

FRUSTRATED The documenting subject gets frustrated of the slowness of the social

system and tries not to affect his agility by conducting his own system, his

project.

SMELLESS Despite getting involved with much organic matter like the trash he picks

and scan, the documenting subject is not representing any smell onto the project

which might however get manifested in the realization of his Virtual building in

nature.

HARDWORKING All the leisures and last the documenting subjects allowed himself are

actually also taken with the final objective of contributing to his project, like

socializing or consuming other culture which are later additions to complement the

initial parts which were exclusively about work like the photographic tracking of

activities.

ASOCIAL  Despite  being  very  social  when  the  occasion  occurs,  the  documenting

subject does not stick to the euphoria of any particular group, particularly the

political ones, seen the mischief such social enterprises have caused against one

another.

STRIKING Rather than sudden harmful strikes against the system, the documenting

subject,  with  his  autonomous  enterprise  conducts  a  subtle  and  continuous

abstention from it.

SELF-IMPRISONED The documenting subject, both in his project and in his living,

has somewhat devised his own prison like a Diogenes in a barrel to contemplate the

truth of the sun, the pursuing of his project, lacking any sun in the Northern

arcadia he has ended up, yet contemplating the inward via the blinding of the

technical sun, unsuitable for the Southern shore he comes from.


